PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT

THIS IS AN ANNOUNCEMENT FROM PALAU WORKFORCE INVESTMENT ACT OFFICE (PALAU WIA OFFICE) TO THE PUBLIC THAT A PROPOSED PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR PROGRAM YEAR 2014 HAS BEEN MADE BY THE PALAU WIA OFFICE TO THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT ACT YOUTH, ADULT, AND DISLOCATED WORKER PROGRAMS. THE PUBLIC IS INVITED TO MAKE COMMENTS ON THE ATTACHED PROPOSED PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND SUBMIT TO PALAU WIA OFFICE NO LATER THAN 4:30 P.M. FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 2014.

TIA SUBED LOLTOBED ER NGII A OBIS RA WORKFORCE INVESTMENT ACT PROGRAM (OBIS RA WIA) EL MORA BUAI EL KMO TIAL OBIS A MLA ODUREKII A BABIER EL KIREL A PERFORMANCE MEASURES RAR NGEASEK MAR MEKLOU RECHAD EL MO NGAR EUNGELE A PROGRAM RA WIA EL MORA UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, EMPLOYMENT AND ADMINISTRATION. A NGIDIL OBIS RA BUAI MA CHELCHAD A SEBECHIR EL LEMUCHES A ULDESUUR EL KIREL TIAL OLKAEL E NGMAI EL MER TIAL OBIS RA WIA EL DIAK EL BOL MEoud RA JUNE 20, 2014, RA UCHEI RA 4:30 P.M.

KOM KMAL MESULANG,

Josephine Ulengchong
Executive Director